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Homemade Maftoul 

(Adapted from “Palestinian Maftoul” on http://chefindisguise.com/) 

Ingredients: 

 1 cup (225 gm) fine bulgur 

 1 tablespoon (18 gm) salt 

 2-3 cups (480- 720 ml) water 

 4 cups (500 gm) whole wheat flour 

 4 cups (500 gm) all-purpose (plain) flour 

Directions: 

 Add the salt to the water in a large measuring cup and stir to dissolve the salt. Set aside. 

 Mix the whole wheat and all-purpose flour in a separate bowl, set aside 

 Add ¼ cup of water to the bulgur , rub the water into the bulgur with your finger-tips. 

You just want to moisten the bulgur granules to allow the flour to stick to them 

 Sprinkle the bulgur over the bottom of a wide tray, pan or large bowl. I used a half-sheet 

baking pan and it worked well. 

 Sprinkle half a cup of the mixed-flour over the bulgur 

 With your finger-tips, start swirling the bulgur granules in a circular motion, the aim is to 

evenly coat the bulgur granules with flour, NOT mush them together. Keep swirling until 

all the flour is taken up by the bulgur. If you get any big clumps, break them down by 

gently rubbing them between your finger-tips. 

 Collect the bulgur to one side of the pan. 

 Pour ¼ cup of water in the empty side and use the circular swirling motion to wet the 

bulgur granules. You don’t want to add too much water at once or you will make a big 

gummy mess and have to start over. Just add enough water to moisten the outside of each 

granule, and do so gently and evenly. 

 Sprinkle in a half a cup of flour and swirl using your finger-tips. The maftoul granules 

will start to grow in size. 

 Repeat the steps of wetting the bulgur granules, rolling, sprinkling with flour, and rolling 

until the maftoul granules are the size you want them to be. (If cousous is usually about 

1mm in diameter as a reference, maftoul should be slightly larger at 2-3 mm in diameter. 

 The granules should feel dry to the touch but not be powdery from too much flour when 

done. You should be able to store them in a plastic bag without them sticking together at 

all. If they are too moist, sprinkle a bit more flour. If too floury, you can pass them 

through a fine mesh sieve which will collect the maftoul in the top, allowing excess flour 
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to go through. If you have too much excess flour, it will become messy and sticky when 

cooking.  


